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South Korea

�  Between China and Japan

�  Two Koreas in Korean peninsular

WorldAtlas.com

Sorak Mt.

�  Lot of beautiful Mt.

�  Climbing, most popular leisure sport

�  Special relationship between 

Spain and Korea with Mr. Ahn 
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POSCO

�  Since 1968

�  30 Million tons in pig iron

�  26 Billion USD in sales

�  17,500 People

One of the biggest steel manufacturers in the world

FINEX Plant

Χ FINEX ®, next-generation eco-friendly iron making process dramatically lower operating
    costs and emissions than the blast furnace process by eliminating sinter and coke plants.
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Environmental Issues 

As a pollution generator, steel industry should consider 
ways of surviving in the next generation. 
One of the ways is to execute Sustainable Management.

As a buyer, how do you think

you can contribute 

to sustainable Management?

POSCO think it is 

green purchasing

How to ensure 

Green Purchasing

How to ensure 

Green Purchasing

Public Sector

Private Sector

RegulationsRegulations

WillingnessWillingness
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POSCO Voluntary Measures for Green Purchasing 

�  Organization 

�  New understanding of Green Purchasing

�  Procedure and Transactional System 

�  Publishing Performance 

�  and, Voluntary Agreement with Government 
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Organization for Green Purchasing

Key management functions are Planning, Organization, Direction, 
and Control. 
If there is no organization, there will be no achievement.

Industrial Items 
Purchasing Dept.

Industrial Items 
Purchasing Dept.

Strategic Items 
Purchasing Team

Green Purchasing
Team

Green Purchasing
Team

Machine 
Purchasing Team

…….

Leader
(1 Person)

Item Registration
(5 Persons)

Contracting
(3 Persons)

Planning and directing green purchasing policies

Registering items 
with considering environment friendly

Purchasing environmentally preferable items.
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Categorization of Green Purchasing Types

Environmentally preferable products in POSCO are not restricted 
into goods approved by government. 
As far as relatively better than others in terms of environment 
perspective, Any item can be 

National A

pproved E

co-produc

ts

POSCO A

pproved E

co-Produc

ts

- GPT1 : Eco-Label Products

- GPT2 : GR-Label Products

- GPT3 : Energy Efficiency Label Products

- GPT4 : Restricted Substance Reduced Products

             * Pb, Hg, Cd, Cr-6, Asbestos, etc

- GPT5 : Disposal substance Reduced Products

             * Refill, Rechargeable, Reduced packing, etc

- GPT6 : Others

             * Fire-proof products, Foreign eco-label products

�  Types of environmentally preferable products

�  Criteria to decide green items are 3 Rs
      - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
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Procedure and Transactional System 

Finding 
Eco-Products

Finding 
Eco-Products

  Listing
   Eco-Products 

  Listing
   Eco-Products 

Green 
  Purchasing

Green 
  Purchasing PublishPublish

• Operate eco 

product proposal 

system

• Find products 

belonging to 6 eco

product types

• list environmental

information for

item by item

• Help buyers see

the environmental

information

• encourage buyers

to consider

environmental

factors

• purchase 

preferably eco

products

• calculate,  

analyze and open

the green 

purchasing data 

to the public

  

Environmental consideration should be a part of normal 
purchasing practice consistent with
such factors as performance and price

� Green Purchasing Procedures
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Publishing Performance

POSCO made a promise with stakeholders to expose 
its green purchasing records.

�  Quarterly 

�  On the internet where 

   anybody can see 

   the performance 

�  The numer of items 

   and amount 
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Voluntary Agreement with Government

An agreement which is voluntarily made 
could be more effective than any other regulations

�  Korean government and top 30 companies

�  Since September 26, 2005

�  Obligations 

   - Organizing guideline and system 

   - Planning green purchasing target and implementing it 

   - Opening the performance 

   - Producing green products

   - and participating green campaign 
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Summary

What is special things with POSCO’s green purchasing activities? 

�  Well Organized definition

      - As far as relatively better than others in terms of environment perspective, 

        any item can be green products

      - The decision criteria are 3R, Reducibility, Reusability, and Recyclability

�  System

      - Environmental consideration is a normal purchasing procedure which buyers should follow

      - The green purchasing procedure is embedded in purchasing transactional system

�  Voluntary and Sponsorship 

      - We joined voluntarily �Green Purchasing Agreement�with government

      - We have very solid sponsorship for green purchasing from the management  
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Future Plans 

Creating a Green Supply Chain

�  Encouraging suppliers to take EMS like ISO 14000

�  Assessing environment friendly of suppliers

�  Expanding our green purchasing philosophy to subsidiaries
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POSCO Green Purchasing Performance 

Green purchasing performance 

(2006)
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Q & A Session

“Thank you for your attention”


